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Remember to reimburse your costs

Instructions:
Cost reimbursement instructions:
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/mod/folder/view.php?id=1129571

Evaluation participation compensations:
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/mod/url/view.php?id=1129572
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Instructions for Friday
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Requirements for the final design

Presentation’s content template

Submission instructions



Requirements for week 6’s final design

The final design is just an illustration!
It is non-functional but realistic-looking
Screenshots or pictures are enough
“What it would look like if we would really build it”

Its design is based on your findings
From your learnings during the creation A+B’s interactive versions
From week 5’s Friday’s heuristic evaluations
From user evaluations 
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Final presentation

1. Title slide
2. Pictures of Designs A and B

So that the final design can be compared to them
3. Evaluation’s research design diagram

UX goal(s) ⟷ Methods that you used to measure the goals
4. Technologies that you used to build the prototypes

How you operated the prototype (Wizard of Oz? Programming? Lots of Figma
screens? …)

5. Evaluation setup
Tasks that users performed, how data was gathered

6. Picture from the entire affinity wall
7. 2–3 main findings from the analysis
8. Final design, based on the findings

Presented in a manner that is comparable to Designs A and B in the 2nd slide
9. Lessons learned for other teams (2 items)

Dos and donts, methodological recommendations, …
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15 mins presentation + 10 mins discussion
1 slide from each 

point, please!



Submission

Your presentation slides in PDF format
Deadline: Friday 13:00 before the presentations
Submit to:

MyCourses > Submissions > Week 6 final presentation
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/mod/assign/view.php?id=1129583

Grading:
This submission’s grading: 1–5
Group’s final grade: average of the two grades, with rounding up
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https://mycourses.aalto.fi/mod/assign/view.php?id=1129583


Reading materials
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To be read this week

+ answered in a quiz



Reading materials for this week

Lucero (Interact2015):
Using Affinity Diagrams to 
Evaluate Interactive Prototypes
https://link-springer-
com.libproxy.aalto.fi/chapter/10.10
07/978-3-319-22668-2_19

Holtzblatt & Beyer (2016):
Chapter 6: The affinity diagram
https://primo.aalto.fi/permalink/358A
ALTO_INST/ha1cg5/alma99838660
4406526
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https://link-springer-com.libproxy.aalto.fi/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-22668-2_19
https://link-springer-com.libproxy.aalto.fi/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-22668-2_19
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https://primo.aalto.fi/permalink/358AALTO_INST/ha1cg5/alma998386604406526
https://primo.aalto.fi/permalink/358AALTO_INST/ha1cg5/alma998386604406526
https://primo.aalto.fi/permalink/358AALTO_INST/ha1cg5/alma998386604406526


Quiz about learning materials

To be answered by 13:00 on Friday

3 questions, similarly as before

Discussion during Friday’s first hour
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Individual reflection n:o 2
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Design problem focused reflection

1 page (A4): max 1/4 page of image + max 3/4 page of text
Reflect on some design problem which you personally contributed to during weeks 4-6, such as:

A design of an interface element that meets certain UX goals
A challenge in choosing the right design solution or research among many possibilities
A dilemma where a satisfactory solution was not easy to find. 
Alternatively, the design problem can be a teamwork orchestration challenge
Give a title for your essay that presents the problem that you write about (e.g., “Should the UI element for 
video selection be a carousel or an endless list?” or “Deciding whether to recruit experts or novices”)

Write about:
How did you personally work on that problem? Present contents about your own work as illustrations, if 
possible. 
How did you analyse the problem? What solutions did you consider? What was your solution? 
Your reflection about the solution. Were you satisfied with the solution? How did it fit to the group's overall 
work, or what effect did it have in the overall design? Could something have been done differently, now 
when you analyse this problem and your solution again?

Avoid writing about: 
Do not just report what you did in the project (“I did this and then I did that”) because that is not reflection. 
Do not write about your group’s work as a whole. Instead, write about something where you personally 
were an active member and about which you can present your own opinions about the solution's success.

Grading
Same as before: –, 0 or + (deficiente, regular, excelente)

Deadline: Sunday at 20:00
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MyCourses > Submissions > Weeks 4-6 Individual reflection



Tutor meetings
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Tuesday’s tutor meeting slots

9:00 – 9:45
9:45 – 10:30

12:30–13:15
13:15–14:00
14:00–14:45
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AllWell? questionnaire
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Aalto’s wellbeing survey, sent to all 2nd year BA students 
and 1st year MA students
‘



What is AllWell?

Aalto measures all 2nd year BA students and 1st year MA 
students’ wellbeing with an online survey

A personal link has been sent to your email
More information:

https://www.aalto.fi/en/news/allwell-we-care

Let’s answer it now!
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https://www.aalto.fi/en/news/allwell-we-care


Break
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Data analysis

Using affinity diagrams
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https://vimeo.com/409695632  

https://vimeo.com/409695632




Affinity diagrams

What kind of data can be analysed?
Many formats in one analysis (text, images, documents, …)
Prerequisite: easy portability when working on the wall

What could be observed from the previous video:
Making affinity diagrams is creative data structuring
The organization is based on making interpretations of the data
Interpretations create an understanding of the research problem
Interpretations also include redefinitions of the problem (”framing”)

Where can you learn more:
This week's reading material
Learning by doing
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Suggestion for the analysis process

1. Read this week’s reading material
2. Find a space with a lot of wall or table space
3. Gather your data

Videos from evaluations, interviews, questionnaires, earlier weeks’ data, …
4. Run data sessions

Go through (read, watch, …) each set of data (e.g., each evaluation)
As you watch/listen/process, everyone writes remarks on Post-It notes 
simultaneously 
⇒ You will have lots of notes (200 notes in the end of the sessions is quite 
good)

5. Start a collaborative analysis using affinity diagramming
Move your notes to a shared canvas
Group notes together to find more general patterns
Work in parallel, not one note at a time

6. Draw conclusions
What to keep / drop from Designs A/B
Other observations about use context / users / …
What should be your final design? 23



As you watch/listen/process, everyone writes 
remarks on Post-It notes simultaneously 

Use a different note colour for every participant
Everyone writes new notes without interruption

You can write about many things:
Direct observation (“User does not find Undo button”)
Insights (“Our target users are visual thinkers => too much text in 
home screen”)

Write only full sentences!
Your note must be understandable by anyone in your team without 
asking what the writer meant

Only one idea in each note!
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Suggestion for the analysis process

1. Read this week’s reading material
2. Find a space with a lot of wall or table space
3. Gather your data

Videos from evaluations, interviews, questionnaires, earlier weeks’ data, …
4. Organise data sessions

Go through (read, watch, …) each set of data
As you watch/listen/process, everyone writes remarks on Post-It notes 
simultaneously 
⇒ You will have lots of notes (target: 200 in the end is quite good)

5. Collaborative analysis using affinity diagramming
Move your notes to a shared canvas
Group notes together to find more general patterns

6. Draw conclusions
What to keep / drop from Designs A/B
Other observations about use context / users / …
What should be your final design?
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4. Collaborative analysis using affinity diagramming

Affinity diagramming is a parallel process
Everyone works at the same time
Notes do not have owners – any note can be moved by anyone
Talk what you do as you work 
(“I’m gathering all the misunderstandings to this cluster here”)
If you start negotiating the location of each note, you’ll get tired 
very quickly

You can start from empty canvas
Add your notes to the canvas from your own piles
As you add notes, look for opportunities to create clusters

Continue clustering when all notes are on the canvas
Generate cluster names (with special-sized or coloured notes)
Write more notes



Your experiences & recommendations?

Those of you who have experience on affinity diagram 
analysis:

What problems have you noticed?
What mistakes should be avoided?
What practices and working methods are good?
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How to peel a Post-It note from stack
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Curled notes 
that will fall down

Flat notes 
that will stay on the wall

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIXpbRz1Bmg

WRONG WAY:
From bottom to top

RIGHT WAY #1:
From side to side

RIGHT WAY #2:
Pull down

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIXpbRz1Bmg


What are good clusters like?
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Just groupings of 
same content 

Colourful: notes 
are from many 

participants

Insightful: ideas 
that describe what 

might lie behind 
the notes 

themselves

Useful: they point 
out findngs that 

you are searching 
for (e.g., UX 

problems or IxD 
improvements)

Internally coherent

Contain ideas 
that make you 

think



Happy analysis, and 
see you in the group tutorings!
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